Why buy Contact
tipping skips & bins ?

No Quibble Guarantee:
If you are dissatisfied in any way with your Contact forklift tipping skips performance, return it to us, and we will refund
you in full.

Tested & Certificated:
All Contact’s forklift skips are ‘CE’ marked, fully tested and and come supplied with Certificates of Conformity for
compliance with Health & Safety regulations.

Easy Access Release Handle:
With the tipping release handle on Contact’s tipping skips being full width, this makes them easy to access and operate,
whatever side of the forklift truck you are standing. Unlike the more conventional central upright handles that are
common on most forklift skips, for added health & safety, our full width release handles also eliminates the need to
reach in between the truck mast and the back of the skip.

Safe Fastening To Forklift:
All Contact’s tipping skips come supplied as standard with a safety security chain for retaining the tipping skip to the
forklift.

Stable Tipping:
To eliminate possbile forklift stability issues, Contact forklift tipping skips come with rear entry fork pockets only.
Sideways tipping can potentially effect the forklift’s centre of balance, which is possible when using forklift skips that
have 3 way entry.

Long Service Life:
The fork pockets on Contact’s tipping skips are manufactured from a heavy duty under-frame design, making then a
robust and strong tipping skip to suit the rigours of everyday use.

Safe Locking:
It is easy to load a forklift skip unevenly, which is why Contact’s forklift tipping skips have a twin lock mechanism that
ensures the forklift skip is locked even when the tipping bin is loaded unevenly.

Easy Fit Castor Wheels:
Unlike welded castors, common on a lot of forklift skips, Contact tipping skips all have pre-drilled castor plates, which
allows for simple bolting (no welding) should castors be required at a later date, or need replacing.
We hope the above helps demonstrate the quality and safety features of a Contact tipping skip, and welcome the
opportunity to supply you with a high quality forklift skip to suit your waste handling requirements.
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